WELCOME

Here we share with you some
instructions to make the most of your
experience in the virtual platform

ACCESS VIRTUAL.SUTUSUMMIT.COM
Look for the LOGIN button on the top right, and enter your e-mail address and the code you received in your
confirmation e-mail (i.e. NCY01325C)
or you can click on the Remember Password option to receive an e-mail so that you can enter the one you prefer.

If you want, you can edit your data and password in the upper section where your name appears, in the EDIT PROFILE
and EDIT ACCESS CODE option.

EDIT PROFILE

EDIT ACCESS
CODE

Find the participant with whom you want to have a video meeting.
Then, propose a date and time for this video meeting.
Press CONFIRM REQUEST to save your settings
The person you have requested a video meeting with will receive an email and will be
able to
ACCEPT, DECLINE or PROPOSE NEW DATE/TIME
You can see who is participating in the NETWORKING section.

And request a video meeting by selecting the connect button, and choosing a day and time, indicating the subject of the
meeting.

Whenever someone requests a video meeting, you will receive an e-mail notification. The video
meeting will appear in the MY AGENDA section.
Remember to access the video meeting on the scheduled day and time by pressing the button
with the camera icon.
If for any reason you cannot attend the video meeting you can CANCEL THE VIDEO MEETING
by clicking on the EDIT VIDEO MEETING button.

You can connect with SUTUS participants through MY MESSAGES.
Find the participant with whom you want to connect. Then, send a message.
From here you will be able to contact the attendees, who will receive an e-mail notification with the message
sent. This process can also be done the other way around and they will be able to send you messages
through this function.
All established communications remain in MY MESSAGES for your reference.

You can follow the sessions in streaming at the HOME page, in the main playback window.

In the AGENDA&VOD section you can see the information of all the sessions.
Once the sessions have been streamed, you will be able to watch each individual presentation in its corresponding
section in VOD.

You can visit exclusive demos and webinars in the DEMOS section and request a video meeting from the
corresponding expert.

CONNECT WITH THE
EXPERT
ENTER THE VIRTUAL
DEMO ROOM

If you want to watch videos of the conference sessions from other editions, you can see them in the HOME PAGE,
PREVIOUS EDITIONS.

IMPORTANT
IF YOU NEED ANY ASSISTANCE, PLEASE CONTACT US
WHATSAPP: +34 670 85 27 06
E-MAIL: WEBMASTER@SUTUSUMMIT.COM

We hope you enjoy your participation.
Thanks for joining us
:)

